
Built on the former WW-2 seafortress "Rough Towers", seven miles 
o� the british coast, the "Sealand Multiversity of the Seven Seas" 
hosts an O�shoreCampus at it´s very unique location. Combined 
with decentralized worldwide projects, the Multiversity focusses on 
the cocreation of open hardware, best practise projects and DIY-
solutions for water- and sealevel rise related problems.

The abandoned military structure was occupied in 1967 by Roy 
Bates, who proclaimed the sovereign "Principality of SEALAND". 
As one of the best known micronations, it serves as a symbol to at-
tract the global "open culture" community. Every creative mind is 
invited to use the Multiversity´s OnlineCampus as an open platform 
for cocreation and independent open knowledge and wisdom.

The formerly unaccessible "Rough Towers" becomes a (mostly) vir-
tually accessible hub for the emerging sharing/caring community.
Once a year, the Sealand Multiversity hosts a webstreamed central 
lecture on location with an event-framework for a globally com-
piled lineup of cultural, scienti�c and entrepreneurial contributions.

The archives, servers, it´s o�shore testground and some interdisci-
plinar residency workshops will be located at the sea fortress.

As it´s nearly impossible to visit the Multi-
versity in real life anyway, this architectural 
design will transform the sea fortress virtu-
ally into a futuristic structure and serves as 
the interactive, digital OnlineCampus.

Features:
> open quests
> „DIY+cc“ workshops
> wisdom on demand
> positive news network
> youth action tools
> future-�eet 
> www.asap-island.org

...to be continued...

This hub for humanitarian re-
search and implementation 
relies on the „asap-island“ pro-
ject and will speed up the deve-
lopment of the �rst autarkic, 
sustainable �oating habitat.

Construction already has begun 
and you´re mostly welcome to 
join the adventure.

Sign in at „Sealand Multiversity“:

www.artlab4.de/multiversity

The SEALAND Multiversity is an Online-/O�shore-playground for 
cocreators. Together, we´ll assemble, develop, discuss, test, impro-
ve and realize open solutions for glocal, water-related problems.

In�atable architecture enables 
temporary structures at lowest 
weight and cost. Working with 
recycled materials, various open 
features will be developed at the 
„Sealand Multiversity“.

The real transformation into the O�shoreCampus focusses on modular elements of in�atable ar-
chitechture. The main structure is a reinforced in�atable dome, that can be transported and reins-
talled easily on various locations. Its �exibility absorbs medium wind force (dismantable in heavy 
weathers), the surface material (recycled skysails) is also used for lightshows and projections.

> the OpenCampus to cocreate
           a caring/sharing glocal community.

O�shore-Campus:
51 53'42" N & 01 28' 51" E

Principality of Sealand

Online-Campus:
http://www.asap-island.org

international „artlab4-Team“
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